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 AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL ASSOCIATION

 Weiss and Milton Nahm at both Yale and Bryn Mawr, taking a doctorate in
 philosophy at the latter in 1943.

 This being the war period, her first position was with the Office of War
 Information, but she subsequently was an instructor in philosophy for one-
 year periods at Pennsylvania, Bryn Mawr and Wayne State before accepting
 an Assistant Professorship in 1959 with the Division of Natural Science,
 Monteith College, the then newly-established experimental College of Wayne
 State University. In 1965, she was promoted to Associate Professor.
 Her early concerns centered about the metaphysical implications of

 Freudian Psychology, but later she became far more involved with the philo-
 sophical aspects of the natural sciences. One area to which she devoted great
 effort was the Special Theory of Relativity for which she wrote a text for Mon-
 teith's innovative general education approach. Another area was the interplay
 between science and ethics where she felt strongly that though they over-
 lapped, in ultimate questions ethics had to resort to its own unique, non-re-
 ducible standards. She maintained that scientific views such as evolution and

 mechanics support no particular set of ethical decisions. But they "can be ap-
 pealed to, as a metaphor, for any set of decisions anybody wants to make".

 She was more than an enjoyable and worthy colleague, she was a friend
 and has been missed. But the biggest loss is to all the students who will never
 know her and to her husband, Nicholas, and her three children, Elizabeth,
 Victoria and Nicholas. We all give thanks that we had the chance to know her
 as long as we did.

 CLIFFORD L. MAIER

 THEODORE MEYER GREENE

 1897-1969

 On August 13, 1969, T. M. Greene and his wife, Elizabeth, perished in a fire
 that razed completely the house in which they had been vacationing at Christ-
 mas Cove in Maine. He was a man who enjoyed the esteem and affections of
 many, and a great power for good in American Education.

 Greene's parents were American missionaries in Turkey and he was born
 in 1897 at Constantinople. His earliest years were spent in the East. When
 he became of college age he was sent back to the United States to attend Am-
 herst. After receiving his Bachelor's degree there, in 1918, he returned
 "home", but this time not to Turkey, instead to India. There he began teach-
 ing in the Forman Teaching College of the University of Punjab. Four years
 later he was off again, now to Scotland to do graduate work in Philosophy with
 Norman Kemp Smith. The dissertation with which he gained his Doctorate
 was on Kant's Religion within the Limits of Reason, later developed into a
 book of translation (1934). Before even receiving the Edinburgh degree in
 1924, however, he had been appointed to a post at Princeton University. It
 was there that he lived and worked for twenty-three years developing those
 gifts and powers, moral as well as intellectual, that made him so remark-
 able a teacher.
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 MEMORIAL MINUTES

 The "preceptorial" method of instruction gave Greene the opportunity
 for direct, regular association with young minds. His own personal warmth
 of manner and enthusiasm, and eagerness to discuss the problems they found,
 touched and kindled their own responsive interest in their studies. Later, in
 1946, upon being invited to Yale, he rightly described himself: "As I get
 older, I find my interests and sympathies are more and more with the younger
 generation."

 The Princeton experience as preceptor in others' courses provided an ex-
 cellent schooling in the role of colleague. In departmental discussions he had
 the welcome gift of being able to take a stand without animus in his voice and
 oftentimes, indeed, with such hearty outburst of laughter at any undue sol-
 emnity in others that they were shamed into silence over their own foolish
 insistencies. Greene was generous and magnanimous and precisely the kind
 of man Plato described in the Republic as the proper sort for Philosophy.

 Implicit in his practice was a new view of what constituted a liberal educa-
 tion. The "free elective system" seemed no longer the realization of "liberal"
 in education. Whatever merit it might have had was spoiled by the depart-
 mental system with the undue emphasis placed on specialization. The fields
 of interest were straight-jacketed. Instructors were discouraged from looking
 over the fences to converse with their neighbors in other fields, and students
 suffered in consequence. They needed some opportunity themselves actually
 to relate those separate pieces of learning they had picked up over four years
 into something like a whole that made sense. But that consummate act of
 learning had to be their own personal performance; it could never be provided
 for them through some scheduled grand synthesis supplied by the professors.
 Greene believed in programs for unity but it was a new idea of Program as he
 developed it, a guide to serve free and independent minds who would then
 "do it themselves".

 The Special Program in the Humanities was successful. The students found
 that they really enjoyed a freedom directed through the controls of a "pro-
 gram". They learned therein that ideas had connections with each other in
 fact or in nature, and they deemed it a rare privilege to have been allowed to
 spend their final years at college working in that Program.

 In 1932 Greene expounded his views on education in "The Meaning of
 the Humanities", and after further experience in wartime, "Liberal Educa-
 tion Re-examined" (1943). His services had been called for the year before
 by the American Colleges' Commission on Liberal Education to help draft
 a manifesto published in 1943, "The Responsibilities of Liberal Education".

 After the war, in 1946, Greene, then McCosh Professor at Princeton, was
 called to Yale where he found new opportunities for his gifts as teacher. His
 "pioneering" work at Princeton was then done. His book, The Arts and Art
 of Criticism, had been published (1945). He had garnered the fruits therein
 of his long cooperation with scholars in the fine arts. At Yale he could carry
 on more work on the "bridge subjects", as he called them, not only such as
 philosophy and art but also in the relationship of religion and philosophy.
 But what appealed to him most was the explicit invitation to come and help
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 AMERICAN PHILOSOPHICAL ASSOCIATION

 in the experiments with new programs being inaugurated by Dean William
 C. DeVane and Yale College. One of these was designated "Directed
 Studies". It was planned for the two early years of student life at college, not
 as in Princeton for the final ones, and it included natural and social sciences
 as well as "humanities". Here was something new into which Greene threw
 himself with characteristic zest and vitality. Though he was shortly made
 director of the whole program he never allowed himself to be turned into a
 "mere administrator". In this he was wise, for to be successful he had ever
 to remain close to actual operations, a worker in the vineyard, meeting and
 learning from co-workers and students alike. He intended to be a scholar-
 teacher and he achieved that great end.

 For the record it should be added that Greene left Yale, and his post as
 Master of Silliman College. As the Yale Daily News reported Tuesday, De-
 cember 14, 1954, "Even before his appointment at Yale, Mr. Greene had
 found in California a benign climate in which to live and work and he and
 his wife always had 'a great love for the west'. They had even built a house
 for themselves in California, intending eventually to spend the later years
 of his professional'life there-it was to be only a question of time." The
 truth was that almost everyone lost sight of the fact that Greene was lame.
 He was never seen without his walking stick, yet his own ever eager, enthu-
 siastic greeting transferred one's eyes invariably to his person. The lameness
 had been with him from earliest childhood and was never relieved by opera-
 tions. He had been worried about becoming so tightened up that he could no
 longer walk. Hence his dream of a mild climate. His decision to go was pre-
 cipitated however by the urgent invitation from Scripps College that he be-
 come their first professor in the Humanities. He remained there about ten
 years. At retiring age he had to have recourse to Visiting Professorships which
 brought him East and South to Agnes Scott College in Atlanta and to Emory
 University. In 1966, he accepted another visiting chair at his father's old col-
 lege in Maine, Bowdoin.

 When Greene died so unexpectedly and in such tragic circumstances genu-
 ine tributes came from all quarters: (the Bath-Brunswick Times-Record,
 August 13, 1969)" . . . the exceptional quality of Professor Greene's teach-
 ing, his deep enthusiasm, hard work and joyous application of his talents stand
 as models for the College Community." "Of his wife and himself . . . They
 gave generously of their fellowship and counsel, the counsel of wise and
 the sympathetic human beings. He was immensely successful as a teacher!"

 All who worked with him or ever knew him recognize in those words the
 authentic Theodore Greene.'

 CHARLES W. HENDEL

 * Excerpt from a memorial minute copies of which are on file at Princeton Univer-
 sity, at Yale University, and in the National Office of the American Philosophical Asso-
 ciation.
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